not just maps. Rather, they were maps that, when allied with state power, would enable much of the reality they depicted to be remade.
- Scott, 1998, p. 3 Introduction: Living in Denial of Environment Nation, 2008, 13) . In his words, "we now have predetermined results without elections actually taking place." His friends laugh over this statement, but they are equally worried by its import.
Can outcome actually precede process? Is it possible to produce election results without elections taking place? Ordinarily, the answer to these questions is a resounding "no." It flies in the face of reason, common sense, intuition, and science to suggest that output can precede input. However, if it were possible to simulate/manufacture input and process to fit a predetermined outcome, and get away with this manufacturing of "synthetic reality," then the matter becomes more complex, and the answer can then be yes, you can have election results without actually holding elections in the real sense of the substantive requirements of the electoral process.
Increasingly, informed Nigerians and students of Nigerian politics and governance at home and abroad are daily confronted with the startling possibility that much of the country's recent and current history has been manufactured to ensure a triumph of form over content and a separation of lived reality from reported reality. In effect, the Nigerian elite appear to have perfected the idea and practice of a life lived in denial at the level of official/public discourse, attempting to hegemonically foist the practice of lying in state and political society (and, increasingly, even in civil society?) on the Nigerian polity.
I suggest in this chapter, whose major focus is not to repeat tales already told several times over, that the background to party politics in Nigeria's putative Fourth Republic (1999 to the present) has been
